Exhibitor lists can be printed for 4-H, FFA, or Open Class exhibitors.

1. Click **Go to > Exhibitors/Items > Exhibitor Lists > By Exhibitor Type**. See Figure 1.
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   **Figure 1. Exhibitor List by Type**

   2. Click the radio button for the **list of exhibitors** wanted.

   3. Select by **name** or **club** for 4-H exhibitors.

   4. Select **normal** or **individual exhibitor pages** in the **Format** section. The normal option prints a continuous list. See Figure 2. The individual exhibitor page prints each exhibitor’s information on a separate page. See Figure 3.

   5. Select **exhibitors with items** or **all exhibitors** in the **Scope** section.
6. Click the **Process/Print** button.
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**Figure 2. Normal Exhibitor List**
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**Figure 3. Individual Exhibitor List**